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The title of the song is very important. Think of yourself as a seller who needs to throw a product and title it as the name of that product. Would you like your title to be memorable and fitting in the theme of the song. You should also highlight your title by placing it in the song lyrics. In the AAA song format,
titles are placed either at the beginning or end of each verse. In AABA, the title usually appears at the beginning or end of section A. In verse/chorus and verse/chorus/bridge song, the title often begins or ends the chorus. The verse is the part of the song that tells a story. Again think of yourself as a seller,
you need to use the appropriate words to convey information about your product in order to sell it. The verse works the same way; gives listeners more insight that leads to the main message of the song and moves the story forward. A song can have a series of lyrics, depending on the format, consisting
of several lines each. A chorus is a line (may also be the title) that is repeated at the end of each verse. Let's take our example for the AAA song format: at the end of each verse of Bridge Over Troubled Water, the line (which also happens to be the title) Like a bridge over troubled water is repeated. The
adjective is different from the choir. The choir is the part of the song that often sticks to a listener's mind because it contradicts the verse and is repeated several times. The main theme is expressed in the choir; the title of the song is usually included in the choir as well. Returning to our seller ratio, think of
the chorus as the slogan, words that effectively summarize why consumers should buy your product. There is some confusion as to the function of abstinence and chorus. Although both have lines that are repeated and may contain the title, the refrain and chorus vary in length. The chorus is smaller than
the chorus; often the chorus consists of 2 lines, while the chorus can consist of several lines. The choir is also melodic, rhythmically and lyrically different from the verse and expresses the main message of the song. Also known as ascent, this part of the song differs melodically and lyrically from the verse
and comes before the choir. The reason why it is called ascent is that it increases the waiting of listeners for the upcoming climax that is the choir. An example of a song with an ascent is If ever you're in my hands again from Peabo Bryson: Climb: We had once in a lifetimeBut I just couldn't seeDima was
goneA second time in a lifetimeMaybe too to askBut I swear from now on In the AABA song format, the bridge is musically and lyrically different from sections A. In this form, the bridge gives the song contrast before going to the final section A, therefore, it is an indispensable part of the song. In
verse/chorus/bridge song format, however, the bridge function differently. It is smaller than the and should offer a reason why the final chorus should be repeated. It also differs melodically, lyrically and rhythmically from verse and chorus. In the song Just Once recorded by James Ingram, the part of the
bridge begins with the line Only once I want to understand... Coda is an Italian word for tail, it is the additional lines of a song that brings it to an end. Coda is an optional addition to a song. Do you know how your eyes work? It's pretty cool what these small (but vital) organs can do. Explore how your eyes
help you see the world around you. ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with an excellent user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. The bottom of your back is an extraordinary feat of engineering- it's powerful, carrying weight, and durable, but extremely versatile with a
range of motion in all directions. The lumbar region of the spine, more commonly known as the lower back, is located between the thoracic, or chest, area of the spine, and the sacrosancies. Watch: Lumbar Spine Anatomy Video Understanding the Anatomy of Your Lower Spine Can Help You
Communicate More Effectively With Medical Professionals Experiencing Lower Back Pain. Here is a description of useful anatomical landmarks. The orthotic curve Lower part of your back (lumbar spine) is the anatomical area between your lower rib and the upper part of your buttock.1 Your spine in this
area has a natural curve in-between. This curve, called lordosis, helps to: Balance the weight of your head at the top of your spine Evenly distributes weights from your upper body to the lower extremities Reduce the concentration of stress on the lower spine A problem in your lower back can cause an
increase or decrease in this lordosis and may help reduce back pain.2 See Lumbar spine anatomy and pain advertising Your lower back contains 5 vertebral bones stacked on top of each other with intervertebral discs in between. These bones are attached to the back with specialized joints. The lumbar
spine is connected to the thoracic spine above and hips below. Individual anatomical structures include2: Vertebrae. Your lumbar vertebrae are labeled L1 to L5, which gradually increase in size, allowing them to carry body weight more effectively. Your vertebrae protect important nerve tissues, such as
your spinal cord and cauda equina. See Vertebrae in the spine discs. A total of 5 intervertebral discs are located between the your bodies. Discs usually provide cushioning and shock absorption functions to protect your vertebrae during spinal movement. See the spine disc fold joints. Your vertebrae are
attached to the back of the spine with paired face joints. These joints provide stability and allow your spine to move in different directions. Common surfaces are lined with cartilage for smooth movements. The folds of the upper lumbar vertebrae are similar to the thoracic joints fold and allow for more back
and forth movements of the spine. The aspects of the lower lower Spine is more flexible and facilitates side-to-side movements. See Facet Common Disorders and Back Pain Large muscles and a complex network of ligaments in your lower back support serve to stabilize your spine and force twist and
bend your movements. See Back Muscles and Low Back Nerves Pain in Your Lower Back Five pairs of lumbar spine nerves are marked L1 to L5 branch from your spinal cord and exit through small holes between the vertebrae. The part of the nerve that emerges from the spine is called the nerve root.
Your lumbar spinal nerves travel under each leg and are formed by 2 types of fiber-sensory fibers that send messages to the brain (when you feel pain after hitting your knee or leg) and motor fibers that receive messages from the brain (when you need to lift your leg to get out of a car or on a bus). Your
lumbar nerves gradually increase in size and contribute to the following functions4: L1 spinal nerve provides sensation to your groin and genital areas and can contribute to the movement of your hip muscles. L2, L3, and L4 spinal nerves provide sensation at the front of your thigh and along the inner side
of your lower leg. These nerves also control the movements of your hip and knee muscles. L5 spinal nerve provides sensation on the outside of your lower leg, the upper part of your foot, and the web-space between your first and second legs. Your L5 nerve also controls your hip, knee, leg, and foot
movements. Nerves L4 and L5 (along with other nerves) contribute to the formation of the largest nerve in your body, the sciatic nerve, which runs down your back pelvis, into the back of your foot, and terminates in your leg.5.6 advertising Your spinal cord comes from your brain, travels through your spine,
and ends up in the upper area of your lower back. This finishing point is called conus medrel,7 from where the spinal nerves descend. These declining spinal nerves resemble the tail of a horse and are called cauda equina.8 See your spinal cord and spinal nerve roots spinal cord, conus medullaris, and
cauda equina are vital tissues and if you get compressed or damaged, immediate medical attention must be sought. See Cauda Equina Syndrome A basic understanding of the anatomy of your lower back can help you identify and differentiate a problem that usually affects this area, such as local muscle



pain or sciatica. Knowing the structures in the lumbar spine can also help you contact your doctor about lower back problems. Learn more: Causes of lower back pain treatments for lower back pain ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you accept our
use of cookies. The cat is very nature's own Inspector Gadget, with a svelte body equipped with a variety of cool features that make the feline really exciting. This agile creature has a skeletal system consisting of 244 bones, with about 27 bones found in its tail, helps with balance and movement. The cat
can get in and out of tight and high spaces thanks to its masterful tail and severed collarbone, which allows her shoulders to move back and forth in rhythm with her feet. A cat's feet serve as a one-stop shop for a variety of uses. Unlike dogs, their legs can turn, which helps in climbing and capturing. They
also use their feet for self-grooming, temperature regulation and heat detection. In addition, cats can feel vibrations on the ground with their feet, warning them of possible prey. Once a cat knows the prey nearby, the claws are activated, thanks to a special ability to haul and extend their sharp claws as
needed. When a cat is self-cleaning or walking, however, the nails are pulled back from a skin casing. Advertising Cats come in a multitude of colors and patterns, but they all carry the tabby gene passed down by the African wild cat. Most coats seen in purebred cats are a result of carefully selected
breeding. Cat hair is divided into two types, long hair and short hair. Longhaired cats, like the Himalayas, have guard hairs about 5 inches (nearly 13 centimeters) in length, with a dense undercoat. Shorthaired cats, like the American shorthair, have guard hairs measuring an average of 2 inches (5
centimeters) long with a less thick undercoat. A cat's coat is also multifunctional as a temperature regulator and pain and motion sensor. If you've ever seen a cat with its hair standing up, it could mean that the cat is either cold or scared, hence the term scaredy cat. Cat whiskers are counted as hair, but
are thicker and have their own special functions. Whiskers act like a compass or GPS, allowing a cat to sense space and move around in the dark without bumping into objects. Very flexible whiskers will also move backwards during lunch or forward if the cat hunts. To cut a cat's whiskers is to remove its
ability to process information. Cats also have sensors on their nose, upper lips and ears, allowing them to feel movement and making them stealth communicators. And if all this is not enough to prove Inspector Gadget has nothing on the feline, the cat's eyes are equipped with special night vision and the
ability to limit students in daylight. Do all these amazing anatomical abilities affect a cat's behavior? Read more if you can find out. Out.
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